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Introduction 

•  What is -based risk analysis for shipping 
containers? 

•  Why is it important? 

•  How can it be implemented? 



What is route-based risk analysis? 

q  Profiling cargo containers using information on their  
Ø  We focus on authorities and security-related threats of 

international traffic  
 

q  What is the “ of a shipping container” ? 
Ø  Information on: 

Ø  locations (and their sequence) 
Ø  dates + times 
Ø  logistic events 
Ø  means of transport 
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Why is it important? 

q  The locations, means of transport, events and time periods can be 

associated with known risks of the SC 

q  The links the container to such SC known risks  
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The importance of the route information for authorities 
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This is what authorities typically know: 
SingaporeàEU 

The full itinerary: 
Staffed: Colombia 
Transhipped: Panama 
Transhipped: Los Angeles 
Transhipped: Singapore 
Final destination: EU 

Where do the goods come from? 



How can it be implemented? 

Ø  Container Status Messages (CSM) can be used to 

describe the (global) of containers 

Ø  European Commission (JRC) research on the usage of 

CSM data: 

ü  Domain-specific route-based risk indicators 

ü  Correlation of routes with other information sources 

ü  Visual Analytics on container routes 

²  New regulation (EU) 2015/1525 enables authorities to 

collect and use CSM for anti-fraud purposes
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Visual Analytics 

Ø  Interactive analysis - driven by the data 
Ø  Combines: Analytics + Visualization + Interactivity  



Summary 

Route-based risk analysis is important and feasible 

Route-based analysis for anti-fraud is already 
legislated in Europe 

In CORE we will demonstrate route-based risk 
analysis for improving SC security 
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